THE ADVOCATE XMAS NUMBER COMPETITION

Win a 13 lb. Turkey and your favourite Wines.

This year our competition takes the form of clues and questions to be answered similar to those we published last year. This type of competition seems to be more popular than the writing of stories. The prize is once again a lovely 13 lb. Christmas turkey, a bottle of Dry Monopole Champagne, a bottle of the Sherry you like best, a bottle of Gold Braid Rum and a bottle of Hennessy’s Brandy.

Here are the rules of the competition:
1) For each clue, question, or space left out in the following 43 posers you will find an answer in each advertisement.
2) The answer might be the name of a firm, an item in the advertisement, a slogan, sentence or name.
3) Only one answer will be found in each advertisement, therefore all the advertisements appearing in the issue must be consulted.
4) The first correct solution to all 43 clues opened by the Advertising Manager of the Barbados Advocate will be the winner of the competition.
5) In the event of no completely correct solution being received the highest number of correct answers first opened will receive the prize.

Here is an example to guide you.
Let us suppose the clue was "A famous Artist." The answer might be "Ova." This name appears on an item in DaCosta & Co.’s advertisement. No other answer would then be found in Da Costa’s Advertisement.
6) The competition closes December 22nd at 12 noon.
7) Each entry must be accompanied by the coupon printed below.
8) No entry without a coupon will be accepted.

CLUES
1. They fixed the brother
2. Don’t mix them up with
3. Your son would love you to
4. What tops their list?
5. New or far old?
6. Pete said it
7. He points to it
8. Which is the magic word?
9. What is Santa shopping for?
10. You can’t have everything
11. It may be a long run but
12. When drudgery becomes a pleasure
13. Boiled
14. Don’t take it to the well too often
15. Where did quality tell
16. Change one letter and you have a holder of lands
17. What’s between who
18. Sounds like a drunk’s exclamation
19. An excellent combination
20. You can look but you mustn’t touch
21. Very bright and sweet
22. Who wishes them superior
23. Name of a famous ladies’ society
24. What Max did
25. Can be found in a bottle
26. What for?
27. This above all
28. Told simply but well
29. At the cross roads
30. A chance for champions
31. Sounds as if it would burn your furniture
32. Jeweled inanimate objects
33. Pretty, Plastic
34. Something that tells more than the time
35. Joint partners

SANTA Says
You Had Better Try
THANKS
FOR
ORIENTAL GOODS, DRESS GOODS,
GENTS WEAR TOYS for Kiddies
COSTUME JEWELLERY, etc., etc.

ENTRY FORM
(Cut out and fill in)
NAME
ADDRESS
Phone number (business and/or home)

I agree to abide by the decision of the Editor and Advertising Manager of the Barbados Advocate.
(Sign here)

GIFTS
FOR EVERYONE

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES,
KETTLES—ELECTRIC IRONS,
PYREX WARE,
ELECTROPLATED GOODS,

Step upstairs and see
TOYS, GAMES, BOOKS, DOLLS,
XMAS TREES DECORATIONS

RING IN THE KIDS—WE ARE RUNNING
A LUCKY DIP ON SATURDAYS
They’ll Be Delighted

BARBADOS HARDWARE
CORNER OF SWAN & LUCAS STREETS